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Philosophy TA Training Guide:  
Giving Written Feedback on Student Papers 

 
1. A basic strategy for grading philosophy papers 
 
a. What’s the most important thing in a philosophy paper? Plausible answer: that it 
makes a compelling argument—that is, that it specifies a conclusion, and that it secures 
premises that support that conclusion. As such, when grading a paper, we should 
primarily evaluate its argument. And this is good news, because there is a very 
straightforward process to follow when evaluating a paper for its argument.  
 
b. The strategy:  
 

• First identify the paper’s thesis, i.e. the conclusion that it argues for. 
 

o This should be in the introductory paragraph. If it’s not, you should let the 
student know that it should be!  
 

o Sample comments on an introductory paragraph:  
 

§ (a) ‘Well done clearly stating your thesis. I’m expecting the rest of your 
paper to argue for it.’  

§ (b) ‘Woah, this seems like a lot to accomplish in such a short paper. I’m 
worried that you won’t have space to give convincing arguments for all of 
those things.’  

§ (c) ‘Your introductory paragraph has one task: to state what you’re going 
to argue and how you’re going to argue for it. Be sure to do this in your 
next paper.’  

 
• Next, read the paper with an eye to identifying the main premises the student 

intends to support the thesis.  
 

o Often these will be marked with ‘signpost’ language (e.g. ‘Thus,’ ‘So,’ ‘Then,’ ‘As 
we can now see,’ ‘It follows that,’ ‘If… then…’ etc.). It often helps to read quickly 
until you come to such a signpost, and then to focus carefully on that sentence.  
 

o As a rule, it’s a good idea to make substantial comments on each of a student’s 
premises (or ‘key moves’).  
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o Sample comments on the ‘key moves’ of a paper:  

 
§ (a) ‘If this is true, then it is good evidence for your claim that… But why 

think it is true? There needs to be more argument supporting it.’  
§ (b) ‘Hm, I’m not convinced. For consider that… <objection, 

counterexample>. How would you respond to this?’  
§ (c) ‘Great job giving a strong argument for this crucial point. Just 

curious, what would you say to someone who looked at it in this way?’  
 

o You should feel comfortable ignoring (i.e. not commenting on) anything in the 
paper that is not a premise, support for a premise, or a conclusion. This has two 
benefits: it makes the student aware of what is most important in her paper, and 
it saves you time while grading.  

 
• Finally, consider whether the premises entail the thesis.  

 
o Doing this will provide material for your summative comment at the end of the 

paper, i.e. the comment that evaluates the paper overall.  
o Moreover, it will largely reveal what grade the paper deserves. If the premises 

strongly support the thesis, that’s probably a B+ or A paper. If not, then that 
probably means it should be lower than a B+.  

 

2. Summative comments  
 
a. Be sure to add a summative comment at the end of each paper you grade. This 
comment has three main functions: (i) to identify the main thing the student did well, 
(ii) to identify the main thing that went wrong, and (iii) to suggest how to improve.  
 

• (i) It’s often hard to identify, especially at the undergraduate level, the strengths 
of one’s own paper. But it’s very important for undergraduate students to know 
what they did well, so that they can retain these things in their future writing. 
So be sure to let them know.    
 

• (ii) Most papers will have one main mistake. Often this will be that the argument 
is not compelling. Occasionally it will be that the writing is too muddled to 
communicate anything, or that the student has not understood the assignment or 
readings for the course. Whatever it is, be sure to identify it in the summative 
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comment, so the student knows what to fix, and also why she received a 
particular grade.   

 
• (iii) Finally, be sure to suggest how students can improve.  

 
o Sample comments that suggest how to improve:   

 
§ (a) ‘Next time ask yourself whether each sentence is required for your 

argument, and, if it’s not, cut that sentence. This will help make your 
writing stronger.’  

§ (b) ‘Next time challenge yourself to write without using any subordinate 
clauses. This will help communicate your ideas more clearly.’  

§ (c) ‘Next time plan your argument in detail before you begin writing, so 
that you can be sure your premises give support to your conclusion.’  

 
3. Good sorts of comments to give 
 
a. Do give ‘reader’s reports.’  
 

• Think of yourself as having a conversation with the student, and write comments 
that reveal your candid reactions to the writing as you are reading it.  
 

o Sample comments that give ‘reader’s reports’:  
 

§ (a) ‘You’ve lost me here. How does this paragraph connect to what you 
wrote above?  

§ (b) ‘Hm, I’m not sure what you mean. What exactly are you trying to 
say?’  

§ (c) ‘Wait, what if I don’t agree with this assumption?’  
§ (d) ‘Don’t you think that’s a little implausible? Imagine if…’   
§ (e) ‘Is this your thesis? I wasn’t sure.’  
§ (f) ‘Thanks for the clear transition.’   

 
b. Do reserve your comments for the points that are most important. 
 

• As noted above, these will almost always be ‘key moves’ in the student’s 
argument, e.g. a paragraph that tries to secure a premise, a sentence that makes 
a conclusion, a paragraph that gives an objection, etc. Look for signposts! 
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o Keep in mind: you can’t fix everything that’s wrong with a student’s writing. So 
be sure to focus on the most important issues. Pick your battles.  

 
c. Do give substantial comments that prompt the student to think more deeply or to 
entertain a different perspective.  
 

• Sample comments that prompt further thinking:  
 

o (a) ‘That’s interesting. But how would you respond to this objection?’  
o (b) ‘You’re right that you need this point for your argument, but what you’ve 

written isn’t enough to secure it. For consider that…’  
 
4. Temptations to avoid  
 
a. Don’t bother fixing most grammatical errors and typos.  
 

• Why not? Because what we care about is the strength of the student’s argument, 
and, in most cases, this is independent of these sorts of mistakes.  
 

o What to do instead: if the problem is pervasive, mark it just once, and write a 
comment like this, ‘I’ll just make a note of this once, but there are many errors of 
this (specific) type in the essay. Be sure to proofread more carefully next time / 
consider visiting a writing centre before handing in your next paper.’  
 

b. Don’t overwhelm the students with too many comments.  
 

• Just consider what it looks like: 
 

 
 
That’s overwhelming, and it’s too much for the student to fix before next time!  
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c. Don’t give one word comments, e.g. ‘Okay,’ ‘Nice,’ ‘Good,’ ‘Wrong,’ ‘No.’  
 

• Students will not know exactly what is good or wrong. 
 

d. Don’t (of course) be sarcastic, rude, or belittling.  
 

• Writing philosophy is hard, and, though a paper may be very poor, a student 
may have devoted a lot of time and effort to it. Maintain a supportive but 
uncompromising tone.   

 
5. Tricky papers to grade  
 
a. The ‘wannabe wordsmith’ paper, i.e. the paper that wrongly uses many big, 
sophisticated words.   
 

• This student is often bright but simply mistaken about what qualifies as good 
philosophical writing. Thus, it may be helpful to thoroughly go through one of her 
paragraphs, rephrasing each sentence to be simple and immediately comprehensible. It is 
also important for her to realize that her style of writing is obscuring her ideas, so be 
sure to note where you fail to follow her because her language is clunky, imprecise, 
unexplained, etc.  

 
b. The ESL paper, i.e. the paper written by someone for whom English is a difficult 
second language.  
 

• What’s tricky here is that often you are unsure if it’s merely the student’s language or 
her thinking that is confused. As best as you can, try to decipher what the student is 
trying to say. However, phrasing is extremely important in philosophy, and you may find 
that these sorts of papers are often Cs or Ds.  
 

• It’s good practice to recommend such students to one of the college’s writing centres, the 
philosophy essay clinic (they’ll e-mail Eric Correia to arrange a meeting), or the 
University’s ELL support (http://www.artsci.utoronto.ca/current/advising/ell).  
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6. Closing thoughts  
 
a. Two useful things to keep in mind (adapted from Hedengren 2004: 110):  	

• You may feel bad about giving a low grade, but remember that not all papers are 
good papers. Students may be very much aware of the problems in their papers 
and have simply chosen not to fix them. They may be expecting a low grade.  
 

• Try to avoid the “B fallacy.” Even though you know a paper is only adequate, 
you may be tempted to still give it a B grade. Remember, though, that a C grade 
means average. Save B grades for those papers that are truly above average, and 
As for papers that are in fact exceptional.  

 


